Abstract. Distributed-system observation tools require an efficient data structure to store and query the partial-order of execution. Such data structures typically use vector timestamps to efficiently answer precedence queries. Many current vector-timestamp algorithms either have a poor time/space complexity tradeoff or are static. This limits the scalability of such observation tools. One algorithm, centralized hierarchical cluster timestamps, has potentially a good time/space tradeoff provided that the clusters accurately capture communication locality. However, that algorithm, as described, uses pre-determined, contiguous clusters. In this paper we extend that algorithm to enable a dynamic selection of clusters. We present experimental results that demonstrate that our extension is more stable with cluster size and provides timestamps whose average size is consistently superior to the pre-determined cluster approach.
Motivation
Tools for distributed-system observation and control, such as ATEMPT [9, 10] , ObjectLevel Trace [6] , and POET [11] , can be broadly described as having the architecture shown in Fig.1 . The distributed system is instrumented with monitoring code that captures process identifier, event number and type, and partner-event information. This information is forwarded from each process to a central monitoring entity which, using this information, incrementally builds and maintains a data structure of the partial order of events that form the computation [12] . That data structure may be queried by a variety of systems, the most common being visualization engines and control entities, which in turn may be used to control the distributed computation. It is the efficient representation of this partial-order data structure that is the focus of this paper.
Systems we are aware of maintain the transitive reduction of the partial order, typically accessed with a B-tree-like index. This enables the efficient querying of events given a process identifier and event number. It does not, however, enable efficient eventprecedence querying, which is one of the most common query types on such structures. To enable efficient precedence testing, the Fidge/Mattern vector timestamp [1, 14] is computed for each event and stored with that event in the data structure (Note that for distributed-system observation, these timestamps are computed centrally in the monitoring entity, rather than within the distributed computation.). The choice of the Fidge/Mattern timestamp is dictated by its ability to answer precedence queries in constant time and the fact that it is dynamic (that is, computable without requiring complete knowledge of the event set). Unfortunately, the Fidge/Mattern timestamp requires a vector of size equal to the number of processes in the computation. Such a requirement does not allow the data structure to scale with the number of processes.
Recently we proposed centralized hierarchical cluster timestamps [17] . These timestamps are also dynamic and can efficiently answer precedence queries, but require up to order-of-magnitude less space than do Fidge/Mattern timestamps. The drawback with such cluster timestamps is that the space consumption is heavily dependent on whether or not the clusters used accurately capture locality of communication. If they do not, then the space-consumption saving is substantially impaired. The algorithm described in that paper uses pre-determined, contiguous clusters. That is, the clusters represent a continuous range of the Fidge/Mattern timestamp. The results show a significant variation in average cluster-timestamp size with small variations in cluster choice. In this paper, we address this problem by extending that algorithm to enable a dynamic selection of clusters. We call this new algorithm self-organizing cluster timestamps. The actual method of selecting clusters is orthogonal to our timestamp algorithm extension, though it must be made dynamically, which substantially limits the choice of clustering method. For our experimental analysis we use a relatively simple dynamic clustering based on first communication.
In the remainder of this paper we first briefly review related work. In Sect.3 we will describe our extension to the hierarchical cluster algorithm to provide self-organizing clusters. We do this in two steps, first dealing with a flat collection of non-overlapping clusters, and then extending it to an arbitrary hierarchy of clusters. We then present experimental results that demonstrate the value of our algorithm.
Related Work
The centralized hierarchical cluster timestamp [17] is an attempt to reduce the space requirement of vector timestamps while still providing efficient precedence determination. It is based on two observations. First, events within a cluster can only be causally dependent on events outside that cluster through receive events from transmissions that occurred outside the cluster. Such events are called "cluster receives." By identifying such cluster-receive events, it is possible to shorten the timestamp of all other events within the cluster to the number of processes in the cluster. Second, in many parallel and distributed computations, most communication of most processes is with a small number of other processes. If the clusters capture this communication locality, then there should be few cluster-receive events, and so the average space-consumption per timestamp will be significantly less than with the Fidge/Mattern timestamp. Unfortunately, the algorithm as described in [17] does nothing to select good clusters. Rather it uses pre-determined, contiguous clusters. The contribution of this paper is to extend that algorithm to enable the dynamic selection of clusters, and to show experimentally that this improves the stability of the timestamp algorithm, even when using a rather poor dynamic clustering algorithm.
There are various other approaches that have been taken to the problem of reducing the size of vector timestamps. Fowler and Zwaenepoel [3] create direct-dependency vectors. While these vectors can be substantially smaller than Fidge/Mattern timestamps, precedence testing requires a search through the vector space, which is in the worst case linear in the number of messages. Jard and Jourdan [7] generalize the Fowler and Zwaenepoel method, but have the same worst-case time bound. Singhal and Kshemkalyani [15] take the approach of transmitting just the information that has changed in the vector between successive communications. While not directly applicable in our centralized context, it is possible to use a differential technique between events within the partial-order data structure. However, when we evaluated such an approach we were unable to realize more than a factor of three in space saving. Ward [16] has an approach based on Ore timestamps [13] , though it is only applicable to lowdimension computations. There is also some amount of work on dynamic transitive closure (e.g. [8] ), though the problem being addressed is more general than is our problem, and the results are not as good for our application.
Self-Organizing Cluster Timestamps
We now describe our algorithm in two steps. We start by extending the two-level cluster timestamp to incorporate self-organizing clusters. We then merge this with the arbitrarydepth hierarchical cluster algorithm to produce self-organizing hierarchical cluster timestamps.
Self-Organizing Two-Level Clusters
Our extension to the two-level cluster timestamp to incorporate self-organizing clusters required several changes. The core change is that clusters are no longer pre-determined, contiguous entities. Rather, each process is defined as initially belonging to a cluster of size one. When timestamping an event that would be a cluster receive (that is, the event is a receive event with a partner transmit event that occurred in a different cluster), the algorithm first determines if the two clusters are mergable. If they are, then they are merged, and the event is given the shorter cluster timestamp. Only if they are not mergable is the event left with its Fidge/Mattern timestamp. Insofar as the dynamic clustering algorithm captures communication locality patterns, future communication is also in-cluster, and will likewise receive the shorter cluster timestamp. The determination of the mergability of clusters is an orthogonal function in our timestamping algorithm, and not the core subject of this paper. However, there is an implicit constraint on acceptable clustering methods. Specifically, the method must be relatively dynamic. It cannot look at more than a few events within a couple of clusters before deciding that the clusters are mergable. The reason is that after an event is timestamped, its timestamp will never change. Therefore, if clusters are to merge, the sooner the merger occurs, the less false cluster-receive events there will be (that is, events that are timestamped as cluster receives, since the merger had not occurred at the time the event was timestamped.). This substantially constrains the possible clustering methods, since most clustering algorithms must look at the entire data set, or at least a randomly selected sample of it, and require multiple iterations rather than clustering in one pass.
For our experimental analysis we used a simple greedy heuristic of merging two clusters whenever processes in the clusters communicate, subject to an upper bound on cluster size. This is probably a worst-case dynamic clustering algorithm, and so insofar as it provides good results, better clustering methods will only improve the results.
The timestamp-creation algorithm is shown in Fig.2 . Before we describe the algorithm, a few notation points will help the reader understand the code. Each event is an object in the event class which contains, among other things, the event number (e.eventNumber), process identifier (e.process), a reference to the event's greatest preceding cluster receive within the process (e.clusterReceive), a pointer to the FidgeMattern timestamp (e.FM), if it exists, and a pointer to the cluster timestamp (e.clusterTimestamp). The event class also contains two important methods: cluster() and partner(). The cluster() method returns a reference to the cluster that the process belonged to at the time the event was timestamped. We note at this point that we have designed our algorithm such that the cluster information for any cluster will be maintained as it was at the time an event was timestamped even after cluster mergers. We will explain this point in more detail when we describe the cluster merging algorithm of Fig.3 . The partner() method returns a reference to the event's partner event, if any. Cluster information is maintained in an array of clusters, one for each process in the initial instance. The information that a cluster maintains is its current size, a mapping from cluster timestamp vector locations to process identifiers (this is, a simple array indicating which process each vector element corresponds to), and an inverse mapping from process identifiers to cluster timestamp vector locations (this is, a hash array, since most processes will not have entries in a cluster timestamp). Information pertaining to the merging of clusters is maintained by an array of lists of merge points, which indicate at what event a given cluster merged with another cluster, and what cluster it merged with. As with the original cluster timestamp algorithm, this algorithm maintains a vector of all greatest cluster-receive events in all processes, referred to as GCR, initialized to 0. Process identifiers range from 0 to ¢ ¡ ¤ £ , as do cluster identifiers. Events are numbered starting at 1.
The algorithm first computes the Fidge/Mattern timestamp. For events that are nonmergable cluster receives, it simply uses the Fidge/Mattern timestamp, and adjusts the vector of greatest cluster receives to identify this new event. The determination of mergability, as we have noted, is an orthogonal issue.
For events that are mergable cluster receives, we merge the clusters. This is done as shown in Fig.3 . Note that the process for merging consists of appending to the mapping and inverse mapping vectors of the merged-into cluster those values from the mergedfrom cluster (lines 3 and 4). This ensures that all events in the merged-into cluster that were timestamped prior to the merger will still see the same mapping and inverse mapping data as was present at the time the events were timestamps. In addition, the processes in the merged-from cluster must for future events be identified as belonging to the merged-into cluster (lines 5 to 8).
After merging clusters, if required, the timestamp algorithm sets the cluster timestamp to the projection of the Fidge/Mattern timestamp over the cluster processes. This is sufficient to determine precedence within the cluster. To enable precedence determination beyond the cluster, it also records the greatest preceding cluster receive in the event's process. Finally, the algorithm deletes Fidge/Mattern timestamps that are no longer needed. The computation cost of this algorithm is
, where is the number of processes. This cost arises because of the need to compute the Fidge/Mattern timestamp in line 2. The precedence-test algorithm for the two-level self-organizing cluster timestamp is shown in Fig.4 . The algorithm first determines if event f's cluster contains the process that contains event e (line 2). This is a simple matter of checking f's cluster's inverse mapping for e's process identifier. A -1 is returned from the hash if the value is not found. If f's cluster contains e, the algorithm applies the Fidge/Mattern test, using the inverse mapping function to select the correct elements of the vectors (lines 3 and 4) . If the events are in different clusters, then the algorithm needs to determine if there is a cluster receive causally prior to f that is a successor of e. The test computes this by determining f's set of greatest preceding cluster receives (lines 7 and 8) and checking each in turn to see if e is prior to it (lines 9 and 10). The computation cost of this test is constant for events within the same cluster and ¥ § ¦ f .cluster().size© between clusters.
Hierarchical Self-Organizing Clusters
We now merge the two-level self-organizing algorithm with the hierarchical cluster algorithm of [17] . The resulting algorithm is presented in Fig.5 . Clusters are now organized in a hierarchy and assigned a level, starting at 0, which is the innermost cluster. At the highest level is a cluster that comprises the entire computation. The event class now has a cluster(k) method which returns a reference to the level-k cluster that the process belonged to at the time the event was timestamped. The cluster class itself remains unaltered, though the array of clusters now becomes an array of levels of clusters. The cluster-merging data structures likewise have an additional parameter for cluster level, but are otherwise unaltered. As with the two-level algorithm, the starting point is computing the Fidge/Mattern timestamp of the event (line 2). The while loop of lines 4 to 8 then identifies either the cluster in which both events reside, or two clusters, at level-k in the hierarchy, that should be merged. In the event of the latter, we perform essentially the same cluster merge operation as for the two-level algorithm, but adjust the cluster method calls to include the value k, so as to merge the correct clusters. Note also that the algorithm can no longer maintain just one GCRvector, but must maintain such a vector for every cluster level, per the algorithm of [17] . Other than these points, the algorithm is identical to the two-level algorithm of Fig.2 . The computation cost of this timestamp-creation algorithm is
as it requires the calculation of the Fidge/Mattern timestamp for each event.
The precedence-test algorithm, shown in Fig.6 is essentially identical to that of hierarchical cluster timestamps. The primary differences are the same as those that occurred in the two-level algorithm, except the cluster method calls now require a cluster level. The computation cost of this test is identical to that of the original hierarchical cluster timestamp algorithm, being
.size© in general, where the events are in the same level-k cluster. It is ¥ § ¦ f .cluster (1) .size© if the events are in the same level-1 cluster, and constant if they are in the same level-0 cluster.
Experimental Results
We have evaluated our algorithms over several dozen distributed computations covering a variety of different environments, including Java [5] , PVM [4] and DCE [2] , with up to 300 processes. The PVM programs tended to be SPMD style parallel computations. As such, they frequently exhibited close neighbour communication and scatter-gather patterns. The Java programs were web-like applications, including various web-server executions. The DCE programs were sample business application code.
For our experiments we compared the space requirements for three algorithms: Fidge/Mattern timestamps, pre-determined contiguous cluster timestamps, and self-organizing cluster timestamps. The clustering method used for the self-organizing clusters was to merge clusters on first communication, up to a maximum cluster size. The form of the experiments was to vary the cluster size (maximum cluster size in the case of the self-organizing clusters) from 1 to 50 and observe the ratio of the average cluster timestamp size to the Fidge/Mattern timestamp size. We presumed that the observation Sample results for Java and PVM respectively are shown in Fig.7 . We can see from these results that the primary objective of this work has been largely achieved. The self-organizing cluster timestamps typically require less space than do the predetermined cluster timestamps. Of far greater significance, however, is the fact that the self-organizing clusters are far more stable in their space-consumption requirement than are the pre-determined clusters. Note that the Java example demonstrates a size ratio of between 12 and 15 percent of Fidge/Mattern over a range of maximum cluster size from 5 to 10. By contrast, the pre-determined cluster algorithm experienced a size ratio of between 15 and 40 percent of Fidge/Mattern over the same range of cluster size. While there are still spikes in the Java results, they are less frequent, and more easily avoided by our observation tool. Likewise, in the PVM case, the size requirement is both lower, and the range of cluster size in which average cluster timestamp size is within a small factor of that minimum is much larger.
This effect of more consistent and slightly better space-consumption was observed over almost all experiments that we ran. In no instance did our self-organizing cluster timestamps achieve worse results than pre-determined clusters. In the cases where the results were no better, it was readily observed that the pre-determined clusters hap- It should be noted that had the communication been regular but counter to the predetermined clusters, then the pre-determined cluster approach would have produced very poor results. The self-organizing clusters do not suffer from this problem. Indeed, this is precisely what they overcome. The full raw result information for our experiments are available on our web site at http://www.shoshin.uwaterloo.ca/˜pasward/ClusterTimestamp.
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented an algorithm for self-organizing hierarchical cluster timestamps. These timestamps capture the communication locality that is required for cluster timestamps to be effective. We have presented experimental results that demonstrate that our algorithm is more stable with cluster size and provides timestamps whose average size is consistently superior to a pre-determined cluster approach, even with a poor clustering algorithm.
There are several areas of future work that we are actively exploring. First, we are looking at alternate, more sophisticated, dynamic clustering algorithms. Specifically, we are developing a clustering algorithm that observes several communication events before deciding on the suitability of a cluster merger. The tradeoff is an increase in the number of false cluster-receive events. Second, and in a similar vein, we are extending this work to enable dynamically reconfigurable clusters. This is needed when communication patterns are not stable in long running computations or to correct mistakes made by the dynamic clustering algorithm. Third, we are looking at a technique to allow for overlapping clusters at the same level in the hierarchy. This may be a significant benefit when neighbouring processes communicate. Specifically, while it increases the cluster vector size slightly, it can reduce the precedence-test time by enabling in-cluster testing.
Fourth, we plan to more thoroughly explore the tradeoffs in cluster size and arrangement for the hierarchical algorithm with three or more cluster levels. This is a com-
